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Data has bee·n· acqµi.~ed: for . the estitnati·on ·of manu.facturin:g: .e,:r+ors 
I affecting the relative: locE3:tions of hole: and land centers in layers: 
• 
of mult-il·aye::r .lJQa.rds_:.. :The manu:eactur.i-ng erro.I_"s a-ffecting th·e ·relative: 
on_ 'tb·ese; mo:de.ls is: developed for: :e:s-ti.m&ting: 'the:se- e.rrbrs .• :Not all the· 
. ~ . 
manufacturing e .. r·:r.-qrs Gan b.e estimated. -from ·the hole: and ·1and c·ente:r 
coordinate q.at.E(. ..Howe.Yer,. some estimate.s are ob.tain.ab·le an:d ·Some 
.resµI.ts qf the analy._sis ·of the x-c_o·orq.:Lnate· __ :~~t.a for one: iay~-r:: __ j.:~: ------· _____ .... ---.. - _______ _ 
~ ·-·~ --··- .- . ·-
p~e.sented. 
,.•· The. e.s:timate·d: dl·st·.rfput-ion or t:he: ·rari.d.Qin- :C!.OmP..QPE!·nt· for the 
x~coordinate of the drill error- i-$ p_qrmal.- Trends in t·h•e. x-coordina~e 
The dis··:t:>:ributf.on of the x~coordinate of the ·ar·tw.ork e.rror-. · .. · .... -.... · .. ,. . . . -· .- . - . . - . ,_.. . - .. • . . .·. ... . . . .. ' . ,· . . 
Tb.ere,fo:re ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
·thie artwo.rt ~rror sh·ould b.e es:timate,d :f;rorn ,clata taken fr·otrf an, .artmaster· 
µs~d to create :the lands rath~r· th:an .<:1-. -completed b.oa:r.d. Dimensional 
·instabilit·Y ·in ·hhe :lay-'e:r-- ~anal.yz·e.d i-s appa.rent.Iy a .non--1.ine~~ pn·enom.en:on-.-
•, 
of the trarislat·ibnal ;registration error ~s a single sample an.d may nc:rt 
be typic·aJ.-, 
tainable·. 
No estimate of the rot~at.i.onal registration. error was ob-
/,, )' 
The data analysis has not progressed far enough to_ determine 
which _manufacturing erro.rs are most cri ticai in determining the hole -
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Multilayer 'bo~:rd.s have been proposed for Uf3.e· in telephone.· 
' central office electronic switching systems. Th-ese boards consist .of 
several printed circuit -boards, called layers·., ·sandwiched together. 
An- individual layer ma;y serve as a power or ground plane, or contain 
a printed wiring pattern. I 
Illustrated in Figure 1.1 is the re·ctangular gr:i_d· arrangement 
... _ +-: ·'·· 
connnon to- :a1i -18Yer.s of. a mult-i:_l_aye.r_ board. The: intersec-tions in · .. ,·:· ... . . 
the grid a.re 12_5·· nu.ls apart b.otll h.orizontally arrd vert-ically. At 
each inters·ection in the gri_d a c·ircular terminal,: or land is 
centered. Depending on ·the layer, . the land dia.met.er varies; .-a 
typical value is 65 mils.. To provide a means o·f' ·¢_lect·rit:.a.1)1 
connecting a la.rid to. the ciuts~de world, a .4_6 .• :5-mil di~ete:r hole. 
is drilled through tn.e ia,pd. 
Ideally, the -hd:le: ~d land cent"f:~:re at any position in the grid 
are coincident,.as illustrated by Figure 1.2. However, the 
manufacture of multilayer boards is a complex pr<:Jcess consisting o.f 
many steps, some of which introduce locating errors into the 
,. 
. finished product. Consequently the probability that ·the hole and 
. 
land centers at any grid position are coincident is ve-ry small . . , 
Figure 1. 3 illustrates a typical orientation of the hole and land; 
• 
the hole and land centers are not coincident, but the land completely 
encircles the bole. 
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Land Hole 65 mils dia. 46. 5 mils dia. 
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s:c~1e:: 1 ·mch = 100 ndJ1s: 


























F!Gl).°l{El 1 .•. 2: .• 
.·, 
:-: . 
.IDEAL- -HOLE AND LAND CENTER ORIENTATION . ·. . .· ... ·.. 
. . 
. ':'" .. , . 
FIGURE 1. 3. TYP~C~ HOLE AND LAND CENTER ORIENTATION 
• 
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'!he batid formed by the encirclement of the h~le by the land is 
" . L called the annulus or annular ring. To assure that any,desired ~ 
' 
electrical. isolation between a layer and a hole at a given grid 
position is maintai;ned - for. example, a groi.md layer is isolated 
from a hole carrying a 3 volt signal - a minimum an~ular ring wig.th 
of ~2 mils is specified. The.· mechanical quality of a completed 
., . 
multil~er board is _j~q.ge··<i. on>a.11 ·the .irt.·d, posi·t.:::E:ons on <all ltzyers 
meeting the minimum ar1n.ula.r ring width specificat:ion,:. 
'lhe annular r~ng: width at any grid posit.ion :i·s de.te~mine:d by 
,. the hole diamet·er·,. the· .land diameter, arid the re·lativ~ loc.ations of 
·the hole and land cen.ters .• No hole and lan.d diameter ;measurements 
have been acquire.d; h~nce no complete investigation of the quality 
of multilayer boards i:s poss.:i.ble.. However, hole and land center 
· lo.cational data does e.x:ist·.~ .and some. of it will .be analyzed in this 
thesis. 
·~e. obj·e,c·tive pf ·~his data analysis is ·to 0 obta.in estimates of · 
-~he manufact.uririg: e.rrors affecting the re;l.ative hole and land center 
locations.: 
1. hole centering errors ; 
. 
2. land centering errors on the artmaster; 
3. errors in re.gistering reference lines or points between 
individual la.re rs or between a layer and an external. 
reference such as a momiting fixture· or an artmaster; 
lJ. cl1anges in center locations caused by changes in the 
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. · (Except for .r_egistration errors, whi.ch are more complex, the ma.nu-
.. 
b facturing errors affecting the relative. hole and land center locations 
in multilayer boards a.re th~ same ~s those e'i1.countered in the fabric_a-
ti:on of ordinary printed circuit. bo.ards (1)). These estimates will be 
used to determine which manufact'Qi.:'ing- ·errors have the greatest effect 
on the relative hole ancl .1a11cl cent.:,er locations, and hence indica~e 
which 9nes sh_g,uld be p·qr.i:c:entrate·d on i11 ap.y e.ffort to· improve the 
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Hole and land center data were coliec.ted for: -portions of six 
layers of one prototype multila;y.e.~i boa.rd and five layers of ~ second 
board. The grid in each ,l~yer i·s' 2'8· rows by 56 col11inns; data was 
collecte.d. for only 14: ,rows, or· a :·ma.xJ.mum of 784 grid positions·, of any . ' ' 
. . 
:layet·. B~fore data :tor i·nter.:i.or _lay-e:r-s: ··could ·be obtained, th·e layers 
.abq.v~ had to. b.e remqveq.; hence t,he data collection process used is 
·cle~tructi ve. and :nQt. suitable for ·product~on line ins:pe_cti·qr1..~ 
The data us:ed, in this analys··is c.:omes. from the fourth .la.y:er o·:f' 
the secon_d ·board.. ·µµi·® we.re: _lJl;i.:ssir1g at eleven grid positions,; ~enGe· 
:no :data was cqliected. .for t·hese: ·posit:i·ons. -The data set therefore 
. ·-· . . . . . . . . . 
:contains· hole and ·1and ·c:enter me~;s.-ur-ements· fbI' ·773 g~,id positions. 
The data acquis·ition. i:~ p·e·guh by aligping-: t·b.e·· layer with the 
axes of an x-y coo~:gi_nate. -me.as.uri·ng: :ma.chln:e. Figure 2.1 and. :Ei·gure 
2.2 illustrate the met·hod. u.sea:.. ·oc t:he 14 'rows for which data· .is 
c:oJ_lected, the row ctf :hol.~s nearest the :center of the layet is used 
-as the reference row. The hole at one end, say t·he .1~·rt, of the 
.. reference row is centered using a fi:rty power microscope, which is 
attached t·o the coordinate measuring machine -so· that its movement 
. 
is restricted to directions parallel to the.x· and.y axes defined by 
the measuring machine, and whose lens is inscribed with a set of 
conce12-t¥ic rings. The microscope .. position is adjusted so that the 
perimeter of the hole is concentric with the rings inscribed in the 
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-Data Not Taken For :a·ottom 14 RQWs 
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' ' + ,- '-· ·>r-
-- Concentric Rt·n,gs 
Ins.cribed ·in· 
Mic.roscope Lens: 
FI{}URE -~r. 2 CEN:TERIN.G' A .HOLE .THROU.G.H. THE·. l~ICROS.COPE· . . . . .••. . . ... ·. . ... .. . - . ' -- . . - . . 
. 
. . .-. ;-.· ' ·--·· ',; . . . .. ' .. ··.-- . . .-, '•• ,., 
y 
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:pe.rimete,r is judged concentric- wtth t·he :rtn_g$: -i:-nscribed in the· 
-mi-croscope lens, the hole is cons·iclerecl -ce_n·tered. The .m-i-cros·cop:e :ts 
.. 
·th:.efi: moved parallel -to the· x-axis of the co.or·a.inate· m~asuring machin·e: 
t.p ~I?p-r.o:x:imate·ly th~- p.oint the hole .at ·the .oth--er e.nd, say the z-ight , . 
. m~ep-:tr:i~, but :no: moveme.rtt_ paralle.1 t.o th-e y.~t:µi.$ ,should' be made. 
tn~ hol_e at the r-ic1w..t ·end o;f the .. refe:rt=_r1ce row i-s-: centered, the 
center.in:~ of th_~ h·ole· :at, the left- en_d- or the: ref'erer1ce row is 
~ 
checked-a$a.in without moyin~ ·t·he m:icros·cope· parallel ·t_o· the y-axis of· 
by th.e- measuring. m.ac:h:ine .• 
This al·tgnment procedure .:ts -.ipt-~I.lde:d- to: ·re-duce· the systematic 
.. 
measurement ·error. Figure ¢ .• 3 1·11:us,trat·e·s the effect of an angle 
. 
between the +ine drawn throUgh. a,, :rr:/W' ·p_f :holes, the a.xis labeled 
~, and th~ x-axis defined by the coordinate -m.eas-tiring machine , 
labeled x2 •. The ''true" grid position ·of a h:qJ.e center is defined 
by the coordinates (x1 , y 1 ), but grid position· coordinates are 










.,.,,.., •...•.. ,,,,,.,,.,,,1,.,1...i'l,A~~ 
. d • d. . .. . . .• t". .• -. ' a· t· "h 0 t·. ·_·.r·u\ e·· -.t,- . • a· ····t'· .• •··. measure gr_l. -: ·po:s:1· :i-on gr1_ ·_ ._e- gri::. p:os:1, -;i...on. 1:s_ 
y = -x sin Q: -+ ·y:· ,:c·os Q 2 l · ---·1 · ·. 
•,- I 
.. 
where g i·s measured in .EJ; :co1.n.rter.clockwi~e dir.ec·t:ion. =(2.): •. 
measur.enrent error ts 'detfri_ed. ip.athe:rnati.cally-- ;as· 
e··-=x.-x 
.x 2 1 
e· .. .-= x co.sf :Q: +· y si-n Q ~· x x··· ·· -1_ ·.l · -.- .. 1_ 
, . 
. e- = x sin :Q: +- ··y· ,.: -co ... s :g, ..... Y· ..:.1.- .. -ii": - y · 1 -.... 1: ... 
between a lin~· :drawn thro.\lglt th~ h:ble cente~s-- :on- a _rovt an.cl ·th~. JC-axis. 
ment error.; :a.s -small as possible.: 
After t,.:11.e. :1_~er. was ali.~ed witli the axes d~fined by the 
·coord.in-at:~· me·asuring machine, the ori,gin was arbitrarily set at the 
,. 
hole at the lef't end· of the referen·ce row; hence all measurements 
would nominalJ.y be positive. 
Each grid position is identified by a row number, I, and a 
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·column 36. .. Ei.gure· 2 •. '1 :s-hows the, actual. -numbering -s:eh,eme.:-.. : ·The rows 
-are n1mihered. :cons,e c'i;lti:ve.J_y ,. from l t.o 14, beginning with the row 
closest to·· the cel}t~r ·Of' the ·1ayer·. G.olumns are numbered consecu-
· ti vely, fr"om 1 t.o :56·, beginning: wi.t:n the column at the extreme 1·ett 
po_sition- (I ,J) wh_e·re .a 1art:d ·,;.1-a.s et.;ch:~·.d -t.our meas·µr~~entf3 ·w.ere 
:recorded: 




x.;;;;coo1;d .. in&t~. of tibe· .bol·e: .~ep.t~r·, ~ (I ,J) ; 
:l'~:coordin·at·e· .o.f ·the- .hoie- c·en ter, YH ( I ,J) ,;: 
x--t~bordihate :o·.f the l:an-a center, ~. (r·_~J}.; 
y--c6ordin&t~ o,f· the 1-an.d .centE=r., Y_L (I.,J·). 
At each grip.. position,. h··o1es, ·w·e_:re ce_ntere.d: firs:t, th~n· t'.he: l-ands ,: 
of which is tbe systen1a.ti:c ~-.r:r.or. a.1-re:ady ·meptione:_·d. The ·othe~- ~art 
-c;;.f tne me:a.surement error i:s r.andom. ·To e:e,.tim.a.te t·b.e distribution 
of· ·t:h-e ·raricl.om measur~ment errors.;· :one. :grid' -po·s.-it·i.ort. is arbitrarily 
selected, tb.e .hole. at th:~:t pos_i:tion cente.:r.e·d th.-ro_ug:11 the microscope: 
and· its meas·ured coordinates recorded. The land at :t·-he select·ed 
posi ton is then centered and its measured coor<Unate$ rec:orded •. 










:t,fme·s·. The distribtition of the x-coordinate .bt t·he hole cente·r .- --. • .. ' . . . •- . . ._. ,. . ; . . ' -. . . .:- .. · .• . . . ' . 







ESTIMATING MANUFACTURING EREQES AFFECTING RELATIVE: 
.... LQCATIONS OF HOL~ ,AN.I): IJ\ND CENTERS 
:Tlie· maµufacturing errors :c:ausi.tig:: t·he ·hole and land cente·rs· at.: 
a. :gri:d pqsition to be· non·-coi.ncident we;r~ ae·s.cribed briefly in. . . . 
t~:ese .err~r:s .an.cl outlines ·~ .. :-P~O'.cedure. for e.st.i,In.atin·g: these errors 
Inc·luded :tn . ~-. . . . 
. 
.. 1.- X(~ _,J} -refe .. rs to a. value. :of:-~ 'V_ari:able :x at: -gr.i(l. ·po.sitj/oii 
(I .. ·;.J) ·-;. 
'·'"· 
3 ... l. N·omi-nal Cd:ordinates : . --- - . _- . . .· - . . . . ' . - . . ·. 
u.s-~d t.o· identify the grid ·1oca.tio11 :det.ermlne, 'the definitions of t:he-
• 




X(I,J) = (J-1) * .125 
Y(I,J) = (I-1) * .125 
·..._, 
(3.1.1) 




-"-~"""".~.;, ~---------zw ...,------------------•::ls•t .. :---··-, - .··.···--·., ~1Sl'.'IAI• • ';f,,.,;.-t...._c.': • ... · ,-, '' ·· .,, •·•' •'•• ,., • 
' . 
' t ,., 
,J 
X ( I ,J) = th·e. .n..omin-al x-coordi·n-ate at g:ri·.d. _posit.ion: ·(tr ,J'J ;_ ·, 
Y(I,J) = th:e ii"gµii.n:~ y~·c.-oordin:at.e: at grid. ~-osit-±on {:r:,_J)::; 
J = tJJ.e ·co-11JJIIQ inde·x (J=.1,:2 , .• :. : • .,..56J-:; . 
. I .. = the row. in·dex ( I=·.i: ,g _, .•.... ,1'4 J .• 
. 3.,2. ;I)ri,11 __ Errors 
:X(J·) := . . X(I ,J) 
Y{I) =: Y.('.I,J) • 
--~--- .. _, .... , 
Figu:re 3 .. l i-11.ustr·at-e:s -the drill error. A ho.le -is- supp.ofted 1J:o 
PE! drilled so that~ the oen,te:r i.s a.t .coordinates (x1 , YJ_}. JnstE!ad 
tbe hoie is c:entered a.t co:ordina.tesfx;;r• Y::t). 'l!,lle ·difference betW:een 
.. the ,actual and SJ>_e·.ci,fie·d locat.-i(>ns: of the· .ho·le· ·e·~nt.er:s.; 
·, 
·(·x ~x . , ·y. --y· ) is- de·.·fine.d as-: ·t_h_ .. ,e :dr_ · .. ill err.or •. 
· -·.2 ·. l 2 1 · 
At any grid positt.on. (I-,J), the .x~coor<iinat~ ~-d y-coo:rdin-a-t;e 
of the drill error are a.s:s.mne.d to be in<iep~nd~nt rari"do:rn: variables , 
' i' (I,J) and .i' (I,J): res:pecti,yeJ..y. Wbe x-coordinate o:f· the drill -
. . 
error at grid positl.on: (I ,J") i$ as:,Sl.ime·a statistically uncorrelated 
with that at any qthe..r g;ri·d position ('I ',J '). The y-coordinat·es· 
' . ·. 
·., 
. 
of the drill. e:rror: :a.r.e· :also assumed statistically uncorrelated. The 
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..• JJ ... :./ .. -. ~. ' . ',·.· .... 
. ..... -.. ' 
.. 
I 
errors 'Y and 'Y are assumed zer.o., ,-Th~ mat'il:1emat;Lc:·a1 moae·i :for the 
drill e.rror is then 
. r: 
r;D· ·. -. .(.·I · .J.)_· =· 'Y ( I ·J) 
' ,: . . 
. ... ' . ~ ' ,, 1 
(. 3_.._:2.:.1') 
:~ (J: ,:J} :_= ·th .. e x·~coo_rdinate· :o.r tb·e -drill e-:t·ror at· gri_.a 
p_o:s-ition (I,J); 
-· Y::n· :(I ,_J) :;::: the y-coordinat:e of ·t·h:e, :~i:i-l -e.rror at grid 
position (! .,.J'). 
A 1-an-d is 
. .. . . . . . .. • 
supposed ·to. b.e- ;.iocate.d. OP: th:e artniast:er :gp_ t:J:rat. th.e. center is a".t· 
-~-
coordinate·s ·(':,c -y· ·-)' Ins-te.act the 1.· _;all_ .. _ .-d_ :_ is ce __ ·-_nt:ere_a at c:o_.o_ r __ -_·_:d __ in_a_·t __ es . . · ·. · . · 1 ·~ . -·1_.:• 
-
( x 2 , y 2 ) . Tb.e di :f\f'ere_pce bet.w:ee;n-- tht~: acJ~u.~'1 ~rd_. 9-p.~.c,i:fied lo.c.·at::i~-ons 
of the la~a c.e_nt~r, (x2t~x1 , ·y2--yl):, on· t·he: .ca:rt·m8.$.ter· i_s de.fined a:~ 
·t:he artw·ork, error·. 
. ·- . -· . . 
.At any -gri.d :p6s:.it,$.on: (I ,.J_):-, the, x-·.c.oor.dinate and y-co.ord.inate- .Qt.: 
the ·artwork.- e._rror' ar.~ 8l3$l.ime-d t·:o: be, .:i.ii<i~_pen.dent random va-riables, 
6 (I ,J) an·d. ,.f, '{I ,_JJ. respe,ct-iY~l.y. ':['.h.e. x~c:c,ordinate of the artwork 
error at grid, position, (:J::.,J) :ts :assumed statis·ti.:.c.&J-ly uncorrelated 
with that at any other g;r:id posi.ti.on (I'·, .J'.). ~e y-coordina.te of 
the artwork error are also assumed st:at.i~·t:ieally uncorrelated. srhe 
means of the distributions of ·the x~ and y~coordinates of the artwork 
' errors o and o are assumed ze-ro.- ·The mathematical model for the 








XA (I,J) = -~- (I,.J) . 
' YA (I ,J) = f (I,.,1:) (3.3.2) 
,·xA ( :t _,J.:) ;:- the x-coo:rdinate tif the. art11to;r-R· error 
at grid p· ostition (.r·· J): · 
. ' ,' ,. 
YA ( I ,J) = the y-coordinate .t,f· t);1e artw.:ork :e~ro:t· 
at grid po~ it':ion ( :r ,JJ . 
:3·. Ji: 'Dime·ns: ion al. _:J:p.-st a.b·i lit y 
inst.~bil:i-ty, soIIie.tilll~~ re:te·rrecL t.:o: ·as shrink, _on the land .. locations:. 
An e-x~ct- :mathem·ati.qal. model ·for qescr~ibing th~ movement of· lands 
'~ due-. to ,dim.~_rfsiona.1 ·instability has n_ot ·b:e,en develope·d. Indeed,, the. 
;r:no.vement of' Ia.nd.s due ·to dimensional inst:_~bility tnay vary from lay~r 
·to layer so that. n·o -or1e .. ~o·del may adequately d.es.-cribe this ph~nomenon. 
For the l~:er analyze(l _in this ~hesis, a low order· polynomial mode:i, 
is hypothesized: 
~(I,J) = b 0 {:r') + b1 (I)_ tt X(J) + b~/I) * X(J)2 







- .. -.. -- :;·- --. .a--- --:-.' 
1· l '_. 
~ 
__ ._" ·-~ - ""'--- .. --.......-=-- -- ~·-------~·:..,--,...,...-: .. ·- ----·- ·~-·----r"'~---, ...... --~ 
,,. • 
--- ~ ....... _:___...:..· ·-----··.:···· ••• - .. Y"" 
I, 
- ,:,_ - ~ ~· . ..- ·r';:--:: -- - -~ .- - -~ r _
_
 :.,__·;";.."\':-"~ 
- :· ,- - --:---·w;-- -- ·---..... _._. .... , .. -. -
-~ 
:y .. fr.·,--J) ==· :c (I.·) + c· (:r') *: ·x(JJ.: f c ... (J:) * x(J)2 · ·s, ··· ·. · · ·. ,,. · ·1··_ · · · · ··· ·2 
•• .. "i' 
:xs·(r .. ~_.J) .=.·: the· .change. in :"tl1:e x-c-obr.g.ingte, ,of t'he land center 
:at: grid p.9s:it,i:on (!;,J) :due t.o idhne.nsional · 




W:e :mode:l hypot·hesizes that. ·bqt·h the x-a.nd y.~.cciortfin~i;eJ3, .-o,-:r: th·e.-: cli:an:ge 
···in tl\e 1·an:d qel)te:r .l·o:cation at grid posit:ion (!;,.J') ·due ·t.c,· .&i_mensi·on:~ 
:inst .. ahility .are depend,ent ·on the grid :pos.it·io~ . :CI ,J). E.quat·fons 
.. 
analysis can 1';),¢ ;pe.·I·formed for e;ach ;row I. The regre.ssion .analysis . 
. 
could result in .. a different mo.ae·1 for dimensicona.J.. instability . .. 
3. 5 Registration Errors 
Figure 3. 3 illustrates the eff~ot: of registration err·o:r.s on the 
hole and land center locations. ·Suppose, for ex8Jill)le, the lands are 
to be centered with respect te>: the axes labeled ~-y 1 in Figure 3. 3 . 
... 19 
. ------





. : ,· .-.. - ..... 0 
; 








Instead, the .lands are qE=rrtered .... w.i,:th- ·r .•.• es. .. T·rec,t to t·he: axes X -y . 'lh.e ~ .. . ... , 2 2 
for the entir.e leyer., ancl: ·~ ·rotat.iona.l .<}Qmponent which :4~pends on. the. 
\~ grid posit:ion: C:r ,.J) .. M~th,emati.cal:ty, ·the. registration e.rror at gr:i·fl. ( 
posit!on. :(·r:,JJ :ca.n :l;>e.: eJCJ?.:r.·ess·.e.:ci. as: 
w.b.ere 
~ (:r.,J:,) ;:·: :QX +, X(JJ * c:oS. 4> - x-(:c.) * .sin ct, - X(J) 
:yI{ :(:t· ,J): := :C_'y. ·+ X(J ). * sin ct,. + ·Y·('I.) . * cos ct> - Y:(I): 
.·~ (I ~J'} = the x-coordinate e>f -t.he r1:?gistrat$on error ,at 
grid .posi t.iorr ( .I.,.J} ·; 
.g:r!d position {.r ,.J); 
error; 
X( J) = the. nomin.al x-coordinate at grid pas :i;ti.on :(I ,.J) .;: 
Y(I) = the. nominal y-coordi·nat.e: at grid position (.I,J); 
<I> = the angle of rotation between the nominal. reference 
• 








:Cf :t,he angle <J, is sufficie.ntly small, so. ··t·hat cos ct, ~ 1.0000, 
:the registration errors c.e.n be approximated. by 
• 
x_(r J )- :=· ,·c .... : :t·t:t:.). * sin .. A-_ 
-~ ' . x. .. \ . : 'I-' 
~(r,J) ::;: ex+ .~trl 
. . * ·(·. ') Ci··.·+ .B. : -.. : X:>J'· . 
. Y ,.R• ·. 
~(r:). :: .... y·(r) * sin <I> 
B-R 
- .\ 
(3·.~ 5 •. IJ 
:·c· .-::a • ·5·  : .• -2: '): 
·. . ' . . , . 
.( 3.5: .. i4) 
In. other words, for ~ :$·uf'f:iciently ~mall an·~le,, the, x--coor~dinate of 
·tne registratior1 error is qqnst:ant ·:ror -~Y row I, and ·the y-coordinate 
:is· a linear function :of· the nominal ·x~coor.dinate. . .· . --. ' . . . 
. . . . 
'. 
A registration er·ror is associated with th.e placement of ·both the 
holes and lands. The ~eference lines for the placem~nt of the hole and 
land grid cannot be determined from the hole and land center measurements, 
' 






and landS.; whic:P. ts th~; difference between the hole: :registration .error· 
and the. i@d registration error, can b.e ~.stimat:'e·d. from ·t·he ho_le ~Q; 
land cente·r data, and henceforth tbe registra.tibn e:;r-ro:r. will mean the 
difference b~tween ·th~ riol·e! re:gistration errqr @d' tbe 1.an.a·,,i,egistratio:n 
error. With th:i.s interpretat.ion, the axes· labeled .~..;.y-1 ·1n Figure 3. 3. 
JI 
are the h.o. le· reference :axes and the x -~.Y. axe·s are the lan .. ·.d reference: · · · .. · · 2 2 
3 • 6 Me as ur.em.etft E1:7rqrs 
The hoJ.e ,and lan:d. center :data aequisitio~ pro.ce:dut·e described in 
Chapter :a .. at.tempted to min-imize· ~:ys·tenia.ti.:c ·m~asur.em.ent errors cause·d by 
the angle formed by a line. ·draw.11 tl:rrough the: r.ows' b·f hole cen.t:ers and 
'the x-axis of the coor.di.r1at.~ m~'a·suring· .mach·tn.'E?,. Perfect align.me.nt p:_f 
the. rows an:d ·col:umn::s of t·he l·ay.er wit.h.. ·trre .axes of the coo.r<Unat:e. 
From t.ll~ .cu·s·cus.s:i.on. irt ,ahapt:e.r. :2.:,~ 'the ·me.as.u:rement error at .BJJY 
grid position is 
~(I,J) = X(I ,J) * cos Q + ·t(.J: ,J) * sin Q 
·!'". 










~(.r:·;~] :=, tl1~ ~-c·oordinate ·of· t·h.e' ~e·as·~-e:rnent error at grid 
posi:tion ( I ,J) ; 
·1 I:M('I ,.J)' =· t:he ··y-coord:Lnat.e- of the measurement e-rror ·at grid 
position (I.,J):; 
X(I ,J) = the 1'true~' value of the x-coordin.ate: at grid 
position (:r _,J) ; 
·position (I·.,JJ ;_ 
-·" 
Q = the angle be"Qween line, fol:'ID,etl. ··hy th.e· :rows :or th:e grJq. __ ...,.,....,._,. . 
and the x-ax1-s de:.f.ip:~cl by the co.ordinate. meas:win_g_ 
If the angl.e Q_ ts ·small, s·o· tl:i:&t cos Q ~ 1. 0000, t:h~ ~.Yst;e.mati.c 
measurement :erro.rs ·be·com.e-
·. : . . . . . . . . . - . . 
For any given: r:ow· I., the __ y.;.c:c,ord_ip_~t·e is -nomit1al]y const·a.n.t ; • 1. e. , 
the y-coord.inate is indep<;nq.ent of the colttmn .tnd~·x .J.. Then the 
x-coordinate of the syste111ati·c' lJ}eas·uremerrt error at gr.id position 
( I ,J) can be· expresse:d as 
~{I ,J) = ~(I) , 
'· 







:p~9sit·ion ( I ,J) is ·independent crf :th.e._ .;row. I. 
th~ :systematic me.a.suremen.t e.rr.or ,c·an. be ·expressed as· 
.... 
. 
YM(I ,J) ==· - X(J) * sin Q, 
• 
I 
where X(.J) :is· tl;tfJ.· val·ue· :-c>f · t.n~ :x-coordinate at :co·11.llllrl.'. .in.dex J •. ')]he. 
y-coorcµna.te o·r the ·systemati,c measurement e:rrqr i.s: thus a linear 
function of the x-coordinate o.f grid pos.itton (I ,J:) and can be ex-
. pr.~$.s.e.a· as 
Y (I J) B * X(J·)··:· M ' = M ·., .. , 
·Thi·_s: :constant. is ·the same for . . - - .. · . . . .. ' . 
every row. 
are appro~m.ated l~y th·e e:xp:res.tri.otrs 
~(I ,J) = ~(I) 
... 
. depends on the maximum values of the x- and y-coordinates and the 
precision of the measurement. 'r-able 3.1 shows that for the maximum 
values of the coordinat.e·s ·ror the ley-er used in this data analysis -
the maximum values of the x- and y-coordinate·s were less than 7.00 inches 
i 
. '· . ' .•. ' .- ,:t:~'.l.; __ .__ 
and 1. 75 ina:ch.es re·.s-pec-t-ive:Ly -~ :and ·the. pre_.c-:t.:e;f·.on: ,o·f the measurement, 
0 .1 mil., the 'ttpp·r.o.xi·in~ti.ons holci ·fo:r a val·ue· .oif Q .. as large as O .15°.: 
Each measurement. at _grid. position: (I ,J-) h.a.s· a random me.as.·:ur:ernezi-t· 
~.rror associat~d. :with it: . 
!." 
. ,· 
17>H· (I_,_J~l ~- the r:a..ndom- mEtas·µr~:m~nt. ·e'-rror ass.o.c:ii-ated 
' 71:. . (.:r_,J.) -
.. H .... 
with the jc-coordi:n·a.t·e. o.f ·tl1e: ·hole center . ·-·· .... . - . --.... - .. 
. - . ·. -· .... 
the random measurement :e·rror as:s·oc.iatea .. ..-, ,,,· . . - - . .. 
. . . ,· . • .. 
at grid posi tioit (I ,.J) ~. 
·with· the· x-coordinate of: the land cente:r· 
at- griq. position ( r·,J) ·;. 
' 
.. , 
'1 L (I ,J) _,; ·the: -:random measurement. -error .a.s.s·9c::iat_e,d 
'Wit.h the y-coordinate: .o.f th-e :lMd .. c.enter 
at: grid position- :(I:,.J}. 
' ' ffie vari.ab·l'es 11 H, 11 H , 1)' 1 -@d. 11. L are- :a.ssumE9·d ran-.don1--;_ ino.ependen-t, 
and with a. mean o.f' ze·ro,. ~~: 'niea.s:ure:µient. errors at grid position ( I· ,J) 
are also as:~ume:cl to ··be u.ncorrelate4 w.ith th·e measurement errors ·.a.t @Y· 
·1 I 
other grid pos··:tt-ion (.I ,. ~:f° ) • 
The total- measurement error at grid position· (I,-.. J): :is ·the sum :of 
the systematic measurement error and the random measure,II1ent error and 





., -···' .. ·;,,,-,· 
! . f i:J.:{ ' ' 
T ..AB.:L E 3 • 1 
MEASUREMENT ERROR FOR A ROTATION OF 0.15 DEGREES 
X-COORDINATE Y-COORDitIATE 
N01-1INAL ACTUAL ERROR N01:·1INAL ,.ACTtJ AL ERROR INCHES INCllES MILS I?--TCHES INCHES !-1I LS 0.0000 0.0000 o.o 0.0000 0.0000 o.o 1.0000 1.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0026 -2.6 2.0000 2.0000 Q.Q· '.. . 0.0000 -0.0052 -5 'l . '-3.0000 3.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0079 -7.9 .. 4.0000 4.0000 0 0 •• 0.0000 -0.0105 -10.5 5.0000 5.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0131 -13.1 6.0000 6.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0157 -15.7 7.0000 7.0000 o .• 0 0.0000 -0.0183 -18.3 0.0000 0.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.5000 o.o 1.0000 1.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4974 -2.6 2.0000 2.0013 1.3 o.sooo 0.4948 -5.2 3.0000 3.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4921 -7.9 4.0000 4.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4895 -10.5 5. 000 0 5.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4869 -13.1 6.0000 6.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4843 -15.7 7. 000 0 7.0013 1.3 0.5000 0.4817 -18.3 0.0000 0.0026 2.6 1.0000 1.0000 o.o 1.0000 1.0026 2.6 1.0000 0.9974 -2.6 2.0000 2.0026 2.6 1.0000 0.9948" 
-5.2 3.0000 3. 0,026 2.6 1.0000 0.9921 
-7.9 4.0000 4.0026 2.6 1.0000 0.9895 -10.5 5.0000 5.0026 2.6 1.0000 0.9869 -13.1 6.0000 6.0026 2_. 6 1.0000 0.9843 -15.7 7.0000 7.0026 2.6 1.0000 0.9817 -18.3 0.()000 0.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.5000 o.o 1.0000 1.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4974 -2.6 2. 000 0 2.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4948 -5.2 3.0000 3.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4921 
-7.9 4.0000 4.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4895 -10.5 5.0000 5.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4869 -13.1 6.0000 6.0039 3.9 1.5000 1.4843 








. ---.'-! ... : .... 
- "' T : • -- • ,;_ • ,. 
·. 
~ H(I,J) = ~(J:} + 'IH (I,J) 
' ... 
' YM H(I ,J) = BM * X(J) + 'I H (I ,J) 
' . 
(3.6.2). 
~,L(I,J) = ~(I) + 711. (I,.!) :(3. 6-•. 3-) 
: •. -· .. 
I 
'y (I J): = B * X(J) +, 7j.. --(:I,J.)--:.: M,L ' --- · M · :L, ·_ ·· · · 
3. 7 Estimating_~he Manufact_µ:ri.~_9 ·p;_rro,rs, 
The manufacturing errors aff.ecti~g t.b.e:; nol.e arrd. l:~q centie;r 
lo.·c.at_.ions c-an be e.·sti-matea .from the di-ffe-r:etfc.e:s of the·: :-me.a.s-.ured 
.- . •·.. . . . . . . . ' ... ' -- . . .. -. .. . . . ,.. .. . . . . - - ... . . .. -. . . .- .. --- . 
lo·c·at±ons:· .and ·the. nominal loc·ations. ·. :The_se di.ffe·r.·ences are= re·--fer.red to· 
. . ,.. . . . . .· . . ·:· . .. . . ' . ... . . . . . . . . -···· ' . . ' . . . ,· . . . . .. ·' .. ; .• ·- . ' .,.,. -. . . . 
as tll_e bole- and larld errors and :l3.re eXJ>.resse.d mat.he·ma.t.·ica.l]y :as 
:: 
Dx(l,J) = Xit(J~J) ~. X(J) 
·-~ ·.. . 
.. ~ .. 
Il :(.I J ): ·::; y: . (-_ ·: 1· ·_ ·.J·):_: -· Y(•--_- I ). 
-·-y·. __ ,_ .· H. ' . -.. ·-
. .. 
1x(I,J) = ~("'I ,J) - X(JJ (3.7.3) 
L___ ( I J) = :Y ··c. I_ J): .;.• :y ·c·. :t )_. 










DX ( I ,J) = t·h:~- .x~cc>or:_dinat::e 9f. t:tie, .llole error· at grid 
_p.osition (I,J.}.;. 
DY_( I ·,.J ~: ::::::- the y-coordinat·e o_;f° t:h·,~ :irole error at g;r:t,q.: 
Position .(I·- J)·~.-
. . ~- . ' 
rx .. {--I;,JJ: ·;:· ·t:-he x~coor-dinate of 'th.e. I-and error at grid 
·p.··:osit:i.on (I J) • 
.. . . .. .. ' ' 
\(l,J) = the y-coorairiate qf the 1·and err9:r at grio! 
·p·o· ··sit: io· n· · ·(·r. ·J· ): • .
. · ... ·. . . .. . . .·. ,. . ·.• 
The other t:.erms :i_n ·.e·.quat.ions .(3.-.• _'7._j_J: thro.Ug;t'f f3 .•. ·7 .• 4) h-~ve. P~.en defined 
previousl.y·. 
'Ille bole e··rror -~t- @Y' grto.·· ·posi·tion. (!· ,J) is t·he sum :of :~. -dr·:il-1 
. . . ~ . 
by chooslng: ·th,e ,rows· an.d c:oltµJJli_.s. o:f· :h·oI:e.s·: as: the- r~t~_ren;ceJ. ·Th-e;re-
- •. : .. 
fore, ~qu_a.t·:ions (3.7.:1) grid; (3 .. 7.•:.2) :are .e'q~.v~len.,t· to 
(3.7.6) 
or, subst:itut,irrg -~;quations. (3.2.l} and (3:.6._:i:) ir1t:'O .e·qua.ti·on (·3.·7 •. _5.)_, 
and equa.tion.s ·(3,. 2. 2} :and ( 3. 6 .:2) into e.:quat·i_on- (3. 7·. 6_J ; 
:(. 3:. 7--··. ·7· · ·): 
.. . .. 
' Dy(I,J) = ~ * X(J) + 11H (I,J) 
' + 'Y (I,J). (3.7.8) 
• 




Linear regression. a.n.·aly._sis- -i's used t·o estimate th_e systematic 
measurement error. :S:in:·ce: the· ¢9e:fficient ~(I) may be: di·fferent for 
each row I, a regres]~:it)h ?ti;·_a]zy"s:.is is performed. ··on. ~aeb of the 14 rows., 
• 
'tbe :form of the fitt~c:l equation ·being 
·A·· /'\· .. 
. ·. . .,· . . . .. ) . (' ') :n: .. I.,J,·· :::, ~--.-.. _··• ·1· ... -
·X·' . . . . . .. . . . 
. 
. 
· .... :. 
Th~- '.~.r1g~:E:~. ·g·, which is the: _rot-::at:ion of the· rows ·and columns of hol~p 
··~r:i-tll. .respect t·o the c·o·o·rdinate. axes ·clefin-e.d qy· :the :coo .. rdin/a.t.e· measuring: 
A 
:ma:ch·ine:~ .. i_·s: e·$:ti:mai"hed by· BM' $it.tee from. ·.sec·1ti.oh _3;.6:~ 
~ 
A Q = • arc sin 
The residuals o,f t·he fitted equa.ti.ons.,. 
. 
Ry(I ,J) = Dy.Ct,JJ .,. '~y(I,J:} 
(3.7.9) · 
· (3. 7 .10) 





the drill e-:r.ro.rs. I·f the. es:timat .. es .of ~(.I): :and BM. are goo.a 
l 
estimates -
A . . .. A that is, if ~{I) ~· ~(I} and ]3M Ca!~ - the residuals at e:p,y grid 
position (I·,JJ -~:r..e approximately the sum .of :£he -a.rill e.:rror and the 
random meas1J.Teme.nt :er.var·: 
Rx(r ,J) ·~ n.: H(J~·J) + Y :Ct.,J·J 
·t ' 
._,._ tt ( I :·,:JJ + ~ ( I ,J) ~- · 
.- ·:ff 
{ 
tbe. .dat .. a. f:r·om. the e~er·irnent- .d.escribe,a. ir1 th.e· ·1a·st :P·-&r~graph .o·f· 
Chapter- .2:, j~$ mu.ch :smali,er- ·t-han the ·vari·arrce: of ·tlle resid:uals, th..en. 
~ ( I ,J) ~· >61 ( l·:"JJ· 
I 
. 
and· th·e :d1st-:r·ibution. o:f the: drill erro:r:s· .can: ··oe e.sti:ma.te.<;J. (li:rectly. by 
·the .w.·stribution of th·e· residuals. 
The land e·rror at: any grid positi·on. {_I.',J) is ·.the sum of· ~-
measurement error, an artwork error,. a. registrat·ion error, and .. an 
error caused by the dimensional inst:ab.ility_. Therefore, equat:iQ:P.~. 
( 3. 7. 3) an.d. (3.:,7 ~ 4) ;are equ:ivalent to 












or, substit.utin,g_ e-quatiqp_s (3.3 .. 1), (3 .. lt. lJ:, {:3 .. 5.:3-)· .and. ( ].:-6. 3) 
into equation. (·3-. 7·. _ll ): ~ and equation.:s ('3 .• 3·. 2·) , (_3,. 4-•. 2 )- ~ (3'. ·5:-: 4) an.a 
( 3. 6. 4) -·ipt·o •eq1.1.at:ion ·( 3. 7. 12) 
+· b ... · .. (· I ). : * -X (:J :):3 
·3· ··.· ..... . . (3.7.13) 
I 
'LL __ .-__ (I.-,.-.. J) :::: BM· * x(J) + ·c .. ·+ B ,. * xcJ·J -+ ~. :Cr _-.J:J ~ ·Y ·R. · ·. · '· · 
.. 
I . . . . ,. 
+ .,, (r J.". + c (r ·>· + -.c., (·,:r.·)-:: .:* :x(J·J . L ., ,I O . . .1 . . " . 
~ . 
. -
To estimate the coeffic-iertts., ·-a, pq~nq~a:l, r~gr~'.s·s.i:on an:alys:i:'s' is 
performed for each of the 14 rows. 
Equations ( 3. 7 .13) and (3. 7 •. 14) mey:_ b:e, less. tl:ta.n ~ third degree 
polynomial; sin_c:~ th·.e error model fq:rr ·dll.I.Lens_i·onal:. :instability is not 
known exactly. A more precis.e err9r model for .dimensional instability 
can be developed by finding ·tl1e best. fitting: ·eg_u~tion to the land 
error data. 
.. 
"!)I) .. ·.· ~
.,, 
:1 
•·• • ._i ~ 
. :"" 
A .... · .. ·A_ . . ·· .. 
where Lx-(:.r· ,J). .an-o.. ·Ly-( l ,, __ J) ·are ·the e_s:t:imat-e,d. _x--~-~ .,.y-~o·ordinate·s: -of. :th'e 
land .e:rrors .at grid p:os·i-t--ioh (I,J-:).,._ .ar~ tl.S:.eq. ·t·o· e.stima.t.e· th·e sum o·f ·-t.·he· 
.• 
·r·a.ndom meas:urement ~r10. artwork: ·e,-rro:rs: :: 
·11.. - •(· ·--I. , J). : L .. • ..... . 
' Ry.Cr ,J·} _:~_: :·o ·{r.,J) + 
. .·.·. . ,. . . . . . 
th·e.: random. measurement errors, wh_i.c_h :is estimate.d from th:e -dat.~ :from 
the experiment ·described in the la.st- paragraph .of Chapte::r 2, tb~ 









errors are po:o.1e·.ct from the resi:duals of th·e re_gtes·$i·on for each row. 
~·. -· ·, 
The variance or· th:e residuals, estimated ~y tb:e: mean square residuals, 
·· should be the· same for each, row. The e.quality ·o_f the variances can be 
. 
~) 
checked by applying· ·Bartlett's test:. ( 3) .. 
The constant te.rm ot· tlle .:regres_s·ion .9_:f'· the x-coordin-at.e o.:f' :t1:J:e land 
~rror$. Tha:t is , :i...f a.0f I) is t.lre constant tel'.'lll, for ~he regressi.on line 
t.o be fitted to ~quatio11 (3. 7._.13)., ·then 
a ( .. I:)_ =- -\i• _· . ·.( r)· ·+ c·x· _ +. ~-.,·_._. :(: I ' -+· -b ·,.1 .. )·. ··: 0 . ·- ... . . .. , ····o· . . . , _·:· :. 
-.-
.·-. •. __ . 
_;_ ' 
.... . .. 
A-.· ... _· A· .. _ .. A .. A .... · A-




-(3·-~-1· .• 16 :) 
A single ;reg_ress.ion analysis. ·of the land -~:rrors cannot e~ti·mate. 
all the terms o·n tne- ri_ght.~han.d siq.e o:f· :e·quati:on (3_. 7.16.).. The hole 
regression an:aiys·is di.s.cusse~ previ.ousJ . y can b~- 11p·ed to estimate the 
.x~.c·oord.iri"a:te .o.t' t:h.e:· sy·stemati c meas.ur..e·ment e~ror .~(I). 
The translat·ion:ftl registration error C . ·c·ould ·oe est·:i.m.ate·d front ·····. ··_·x . . . .......... . 
the difference of' the land and hole center meas~~m~nts at co·l1mro-
.. 
index J = 1. ,F.rom equatiqn {3·-•. 1.~:1), the n.·ominal x-coordinate at 
co1umn index J = 1 is zer·o. 
(3.7.13) become, respectively 
.., . 




...... ~·- ... 
.' .. ·. , ... -----'-- "'· ..•. , .•.,;.· _,_ .... ,, 
---------------------~~ 
;• :~ - :,. 
DX ( I ,1) = . X"i:t tr: ,1). 
L -{:I.,-:1} =·.x .. (I.,l) 
. . X·· . . . . T'· .. • .. ··. 
. 
.J.J. 
·L- . .t·r:,1.)· ~-: -~-. .(·r·): +- :c . + ~-.. fr)·· .. + o: (:·r·, .. 1-): X \. . .. . ·. . . . ·x·· ., . . ., ·-·_ .. .- . 
. ' : ··.. :·.· '" .·: 
. 
diffe:rer1ce· of t'h·e- measured .:'.Land- and .'h·ole .cent·e,rs. i:s . . . . ' - . ' ._ '· .. . . . . . . . .. · . _, •. -. . . . . ·• .. ;,: ... .,.. . . 
1_ :(r,1,)::: :~: :x__:(r ,1l ·= :ex·· + .L (:tJ + b: (Ii} 
-L . · ··· -JI· · · ·. -- -1'. · · ··o · 
... 
. , 
The trf:Ulslational registra.t:ion errc;:;:r ·Ox :is estimatE:?.d trom ':the Pleap. of 
'the d.ifferen·ces· of· trre ::measur.ed :_ia.na :a.n.d ·hole· :centers at c·Ol\UJlll. 
index J = l:_ ,. 
··-~ n -~ 
· ex= :Ex1 (r,1) - ~fr,1J 
n 





.. T PT 72F7 ... · , - n · rmr v · ... • 
.. 
. ... 
... . . . ·,· ... 
,. 
., 
because lands are always· mis§::i~:a ::at grid pos·itions {·13., 1) and (14,1)). 
This estimate of CX .ts btas·~.d by: the rotational registration error 
·"'R(I) and the .coristant =co.effici~pt of ·the dimens·ional ins:tab.il::ity· 
error b O ( I )· ( t-ne, means qt· the· random err.¢~s- =are zero) • 
" 
The x-coorcHna.te of the •ro"f~tiona.i registration eI"l"or .An( I) could 
be estimated ·bt e:9.uat:ion, (3. 5.,5) if ·the: angle <I> could be e·stima.te-d·; 
"'R (I) cannot be -distiµ:guj;.sh.ed from the x-,c:_o.ordinate. pf the :C'onsta.nt 
dim~sional :instab~lity b0 (IJ.. .. Howeve.r, thi·s ·ang·:tea mtJ.S:t. be ~stimat~<i 
from the cr:ief'fic.ient BR in eq_11ation (3, 7 •. 14). A regression ll,ne for a 
:r.ow ·of tl:J..~ l.a.tid, e-r·ro.rs :nd:gh:t. nave t.he :f.Prnl, 
a. . (":t ) = c. . + ,c . ( 1) 
·o ·· · y o 
. 
. from equation (3.7.14).. Th~ syf:;.t:£~mati·c .. ·erro~= coe.f..fic·:tertt BM ~an :Pe 
estimated ·fr:om ·the., :azra,l.ysis of the y~cqordi:nate_, o-f the 1:tol·e errors 
discussed p:re.vio~ly. However; the y~coordina.te :9.f t'.he rotati.onal 
registration error· BR cannot be _s-eparated from tne linear coefficient 
of dimensional instability c 1(I). In other· words the estimate of the 






of the angle.· ct,· between the hol·e m.;t~i :land axes, i,s biased by the 1i:ri:e.:ar: 
coefficient .of the y-coordina.te of dimensiona.l instability c
1
(::r:)., a.nd 
tb.E! l:tnear ~oe:('f':i,cient of the y-coordina.te of d:iii!.ensional insta.b1];:i:ty 
is biased. by the y-coor-d.inate of th.e rot~t.:i.op~ registration error-. 
These errors cannot be. s~:pa.rated llllles.s ,one o_r ·the other is 8.$.sume.d· 
insigni·ficant. 
A s:imil.ar situation e:x:i __ -St$. W'ith· th·e .. coii_st·a2,1:t··· term.. a. {·:tJ .• : -The 
O· 
y-coordinatE! Of the translational regist.ration err'or G)r CM!lOt 'be 
distingui$bed .from t:he y-coordinate of ·the c·o:rrs:tan.t· t_erm ·of ,the 
dimens.iona,.l .. :instability -errq;r,. 
a:f'fecting- the locations of the hole anq land eente,rs'. ·us,;i:ng th_e, hole ..
and land center locational data is :not p.os·sio1·e .-
,· 










. ., . 
CHAPTER 4 
·SOME DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Present~d in ·this chapter are some results~ .of· tXie '-analysis of 
the x-coordinates· o.f the hole .and land e.rro:rs... Thf.s analysis is 
restricted t.o the estimation of the distrilJuti:o~ of the x-coordin.:at·e.s 
of the random ::h.ole and land me.asµreme.nt ei:-~ors·, the· :distribution .. qf 
fitted regress iOil.S. to the .x-coordinates o.f the· :f-1ole and land errors. 
Portions of t:he dat·a. a.ns.lysis involve t·he use of statistical· 
tests. 0Th.e .rerrultf3 .. of these tests are ·c·ompared: t,o. tb.e. t:able ve.lues· 
4. i ·.Measurement Erro.rEf '. - . . . . ..... ·- ,· .. ,' .. -·. ' ,_· 
.. ,_ . 
. .. 
chapter :2., or1Et s·~t for e.st.i:m.ating. the· distribut·ion .. of th~ .. x--coor·dill:ate 
Each set :11.as 149 observations·. ·.Tlle· fr.e·quency histograms o·.r· t·he hole· 
center meas .. ureme:nt: er.rors :a.nd the. land center measurement. e·.rr.ors· :a.re " . . . . . . . . .... 
shown in Figure. 4.i and ·Figure 4.2 res.:pectiveiy. 
The cell wi.,cl-.ths or· t.~ese two ·h:ts.togra.ms ,. O·.:I mil, represents 
the precisi~n: of ·the: data; that is, th-t~:. :p_r~c·ision of any measurement 
is 0.1 mil •. Hen·ce·,. all the values. iri a. cell are the same, namely, 
the midpoint value of the cell. 
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FIGURE 4. 2. X-COORDI1~ATE OF RA!1D0}1 LAND CENTER MEA:~tU.RElf-:EN:t: 














. . . 
negative because th:e-. ct>t>rdi.itate ::me:a.s·uring :nfac.hine. was zeroed: at. the. 
hole center. 
The ratio ·p:f tbe va.ri_a,nC!~.s of tl1e. twq. mea.s·ureinent ·e::rror 
di t. · · · i.... t· ·· ·· ·.. F · ·s2 ;· s·2 . . _:a_ .r1LJU -ions 1·.s .. =' . t · · .H :;:: 1 .. 18. ihis value. of F 'i:s less than . 
F (.0·5., 149:, ·149_) .. ,~ 1.20.: C·onsequentl.y·, the two s-~ples are com-
bi11ed t.o fo·rnt ·ori.e distr-iout'.':ion ·of ·t:he: measur.eme.nt. ·errors. This is 
.- . . . . .. . . . .. ·. . . _ _- . . .. - _- .. , • . .-.; . . · .... '' . 
. 
·a.one: ·l>y· supt·racttrig the me.·an. o:f· tbe :s·ample, Sfzy' th:e :laztd error me-an.:,. 
. . . . . ' . . . 
from each. value ·o:f tll~ .land error $:-ample·. Ma.the:ma.ti.ca.lly ,. ·th'is is 
written as 
- .. 
.I = l · '2' .,: ... , 
... 
. -
~--xi =· t;b.;~ .me.ap .. ·o.f t.:t1e. s .. a;m.ple. 
. . 
. The frequency hi.stogram o.f the c·ombine.c:1 :meas11reII1.ent error 
:distribution is s·h_o'WJl ::i..n Figure 4. ·3~ The shape of the distribution: 
suggests a goodness bf fit test. in.valving the normal distribution·., 
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the. J:Q.tern.a.t-~ J1ypothesis i.s 
H -· the dis:t-rib.utioh. is not __ · _n_·:o.rtnal. :1· 
The test us-e·cf is. the c:h·i--sqtia.r~- t-e·st:... Table 4.1 p;r~septs the _re·su.lts 
of this. :t=est. 'llte calc,ul.ated valt.te: of x2 is 24.39, with :5 degrees: 
:of freedo:m.. :sinc:e this value- .i;s: larger than x2 (. 05, ,:} -=· l~L. d.7, t-he-
·:r;iull hypothes,is: is re:j'.ecte.d~ The greatest depart_ure f':rom, normality 
4 .. :2: x~.co.or'dinat·e ·of· '•th·.e Hoie Error . . . . . .. ·. . .··.. . . . 
,F:ig-ure. ·4.4 .show~ the: r~lationship :of· ·the x~co-c~:rdinate: o<f'· :t·he 
:,c:-coordi.nate .. or· the hole· errors ag·a.in$t the :nominal. x-·coo.rdin.ate· for 
.. 
the ot·h.etr rows are s~~~ilar to th.at shown in Fi;gwe· 4_._.4:. 
t:he model :ma.themat::ically: exp:res-s·~cl by· .eg_uat·ion. (3.7:.·7.J .. A-new 
mathemati.c.al ::m.og.e::l ·for· th,e .x-c-oordina.te of the --llol:e .errors is. 
postula.t·e·d :. 
where the coeffi·cients A
0 (_I) _and ~ (r·) are to l:>.e: e.s-t·ima.teq.. by· a 
linear regression analysis f'or each row -I.~ The results of this 
analysis are s11nrrnarized in Table 4.2; ·c:9IJ1pl·ete analysis of variance 
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DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 5 
X 2- ( 0 • 0 S , 5 ) • 11 . 0 7 0 
TABLE 4.1 
CHI-SQUARE TEST OF NORMALITY. 
X-COORDINATE OF MEASUREt!ENT ERROR" 
F(Z) RELATIVE PREDICTED ACTUAL 












































G - F (G-F)(G-F) 
7.28 
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BARTLETTS STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES= 19.053 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 13 
THE COMMON VARIANCE IS 









- ' ,, :1 ~ - :, .. ~ • 
' 
Appendix A alEto shows · ana.lys·is. of variance tables for second anti 
t:h·1rd degree :poJ ... yp.onrl.al fits to tli-e.:: ,x;...coordinate of .tlle hole errors. 
In general:,· second .a.ttd ·th·i-rd. degree :_polynomial r~g~easions of the 
x-coordina"te :o_t the ho:le. e,rror on- the noJirl.nt:1.l x.:coordinate do not. 
-· 
. line~r ·111cid¢:l ... i.s iJs·.e:c;l :':fo-:r· ~':s·t-imatirtg tb.e: x~·coordin·at·e of' the hole. 
e.r-ror., 
.• . .-.. . _ ... 
o·r the x:-:c.o.o·rd.i·nate of t'he· hole error on-: the n.ominal x-coordinate . 
. 
. 
against the -n.qm·t.n:$.1 :x-cobrai.n:_~te :for row 1. ·Plots of the res:idua.ls 
against_ tlle· :_nominal .:x-.c·o.orcli·n:a.te for th·e ctith'etr rows are simi'lar 
:anomali•es .• 
Bartlett '.s -te,s·t:. 
H : the :rnea.n squa.re ·residu~s of the .. 14 rows are not egJ1a·1 .. ~, 1 
. . . .. . .. 2( '•) Bartlett's s·tatist_i·c is 19_.053=, which: :is le;ss than X .05, :13:·:, 
22. 362. 'Ille· null hypothesis is there·f'ore ~c·cept~d and t·he residuals 
pooled, giving the frequency disttibut-~q~1 sh:own in ·Figure 4.6. The 
variance of· thi:s ·distribution, 0.26~6:., ·is much greater than the 
variance of* the distribut:ion of the x-coordinate of the·· hole· 
measurement errors, O. 026. Therefore, the distribution of the 







































































FIGURE 4. 5 RES!-:IJUALS\ :():F ·LINEAR REGRESSION OF X-COORDINATE OF HOLE ERRO;R, . ROW 1 
I 
·.i~ 
~·' ..• . .. ' ~ 
. ' 
• 





NO. DAT·A 773 RA!?GE 3.327 SKEl~~JE S S -0.014 
l~O. CELLS 36 VARIANC'E 0.276 SKElJNE S·S T -0.155 
MEDIAN 0.004 STD. DEV. 0.525 KURTOSIS -0.204 
?1EA?~ 0.000 COEF. VAR.********** KURTOSIS T -1.162 
CELL FREQ. 
}l!D. . , 
-1.70 0 
-1.60 1. X 
-1.50 0 
~1.·40 1 X .. 
-1.30 1 X 
-1.20 4 XXX 
-1.10 10 xxxxxxxx 
-1.00 13 xxxxxxxxxx 
-0.90 16 xxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.80 20 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.70 24 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.60 34 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.50 37 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.40 29 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.30 55 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.20 54 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-0.10 59 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-o.oo 48 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.10 51 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.20 52 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.30 57 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0. 40 57 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.50 44 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.60 32 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0.70 23 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
0. 8 0 9 xxxxxxx 
0.90 15 xxxxxxxxxxx 
1.00 9 xxxxxxx 
1.10 6 xxxxx 
1.20 6 xxxxx 
1.30 3 xx 
1.40 2· '.-·· xx 
1.50 0 
1.60 0 
1.70 1 X 
1.80 0 
FIGURE 4.6. RESIDUALS OF LINEAR REGRESSlON OF X-COORDINATE 














X~G.C>.Ordlrtate c>-:f the- ~:i'll -errors·• 
We null hypothes.is of th.e distribution of the X":,-coordinate of 
the drill errors ia • .. 
drill error :.j~s· ·n:o~al; 
,;-, 
~r: the distribution o.f the x-,.coordinate of the 
drill -e-rror is: not -normal. 
. - . . ' . . . - . ~ . 
A Chi-square g<:?odne•Ss O:t; fi.t test i.s ui:ied to test tl'ie ilull hypothesis ; 
the results are presente.a in Table 4 .. 3. Since the ca.icula.ted Value 
Q;f' x
2
, 26, 81, is lei:,s than x2 (. 05, 23) , 35 .172, the pull hypothesis 
that the dist:dbution: of the x-coordina.te of the drill error is 
.. -~ 
rtOrma.l With •.~ mean of O .;Q mils and a. stanctar<l devia.tiOti of· 0. 52$ lllils 
4.~3-. X---coordi~:ate. of th.~ La.n.d E·rr.ors 
FigJJreS;_ 4. 7 and 4.8 stow Plots of the. x--cooxdina.t.e Of the land 
error against the nominal x-coor:dina.te for rowi;; 5 an.(l, 12 respectively .. 
The trend in row 5 :is non--'linea.r; in row 12, the· trend appel:!.rs 
linear. First, second~ and third .degree pol.yriomial regressions. of 
the x-coordin.a.te of the land er.ror on. the nominal x-coordinate wer:e 
performe:d: on- each o:f ·the 14 rowa: ._, 
are presented in Appendix· :B._ 
...... 
The analysis of variance tables indicate that increasing the 
degree of the polynon)ia.l reduces the residual .s1uns of squares more 
for some rows than for others. The degree of the polynomial wh~ch 
:,·-o· 









(G-F)(G-F) . ! 
UPPER z = X 
-








• LIMIT, X s OF CELL F 
. G F . 
-1.25 
-2.381 
.• 0087 .0087 6.73 3.0 
-3.73 2.06 -1.15 
-2.190 .0143 .0056 4.33 - 4. 0 
-0.33 0.02 j-. .. 1.05 -2.000 .0227 .0084 6.49 10.0 3.51 1.89 -0.95 
-1.810 .0351 .0124 9.59 13.0 3. t.1 1.22 -0.85 
-1.619 .0527 .0176 13.60 16.0 2.40 0.42 -0.75 -1.429 .0765 .0238 18.40 20.0 1.60 0.14 -0.65 
-1.238 .1078 • 0 313" 24.19 24.0 
-0.19 :· 0. 00 . -0.55 ,. 
-1.048 • 1474 .0396 30.61 34.0 3.39 0.38 -0.45 -0.857 .1929 .0455 35.17 37.0 1.83 0.10 V1 -0. 3 5 . -0 ."66 7 .2524 .0595 45.99 29.0 
-16.99 6.28 t-' -0.25 -0.476 .3170 .0646 49.94 55.0 5.06 0.51 -0.15 -0.286 .3875 .0705 54.50 54.0 
-0.50 o.oo -0.05 
-0.095 .4622 .0747 57.74 59.0 1.26 0.03 ,, 0.05 0.095 .5378 .0756 58.44 48.0 
-10.44 1.86 0.15 0.286 .6125 .0747 57.74 51.0 
-6.74 0.79 0.25 0.476 .6326 .0701 54.19 52.0 
-2.19 0.09 0.35 . 0. 66 7 
.7476 .0650 50.25 s1. ·o 6.75 0.91 0.45 0.857 .8043 .0567 43.83 57.0 13.17 3.96 ·o.ss 1.048 .8549 .0506 39.11 44.0 4.89 . 0. 61 . 0. ·65 1.238 
.8921 .0372 28.76 32.0 3.24 0.37 k 0.75 1.429 .9235 • 0 31 '• 24.27 23.0 
-1.27 0.07 0.85 1.619 .• 9473 .0238 18.40 9.0 
-9.40 4.80 0.95 1.810 
.9649 .0176 13.60 15.0 1.40 0.14 1.05 2.000 .9772 • 0123. 9.51 9.0 
-0.51 0.03 1.15 2.190 .9857 .0085 6.57 6.0 
-0.57 0.05 Cl) 4.000 1.0000 .0143 11.05 12.0 0.95 0.08 
------ -----
_______ : 
773.00 773.0 '26.81 
DEGREES OF FREEDO"l-t Ill 23 
·x2- (.o.os,23) - 3·5 .172 
. . 
., 
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Nominal x-coordinate, inches 
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· best fits ·the data may- then va,zy from- row to row-~ 
.• 
Table 4. 4 s11rnmari zes th·e: re·.sult'S ·ot a line::ar regression of the: 
x-coordinat:e of the land errors on. th ..e nonfinal. x-coordinate.c·;,. s·ome 
Figure- :4"-:9., exhibit tren.din,g- wn~n- ·the r~J~iduals a.r~ -plotte.d again:·$:t.-. 
the .:n:om.inal x-coord.iriat:e_., :inclicatin:g a- ne:e:d for a b:igh:er ·-orae·r·· 
polynonrlal regressi,on. 
t,rend.:Lng,. 
The: null ·hypothes:is th.at the :mean squ_are residual.s are· 
.The n-ofi:~homogen·.eity -c~ .. ·b.e attributed t·o: th-~ 
large v~lu~:s of th:e IItean f?-.qua.r.e re·~iduals .for rows 6 and 10. Ea.ch: 
row has an. outlier_; th:e va.l·ues :a.re -1 .. 466 ·for row 6 -and. -·1.262- fc>'r 
row 10. 
Elimination o:f: the out-li-ers shouiii. result ·in -~h-e· :ntili hypothesis 
of homogeneitf o.f· vari-:ance:s beJ~f\g ::ac.cepted.. Bartl~tt rs test was 
not performed on the ·resi,duals. w-ith the out:liers e·l:tminated. Never-
·• 
theless, the residuals ·were :pooled._, and. t·he resulting frequency 
J ... 
histogram, with outliers, is .s:P..own .in Figure ·4.11. 
The variance of the dist·ribution of the residuals of a third 
54 
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MILS MILS/IN. RESIDUALS FREEDOM 
2. 518 
2. 49 7 







2. 43 6 










0-:·3·5:,51 ... · ... ·, 
:() • 2. .9 -3'_. 
o. 3·3.3: 
:a .• ·3:49 
o •. 406 
0.378 
0.427 





























BARTLETTS STATISTIC -FOR EQUALITY OF V.A.R:.IJ\N·c··E.S = 72. 727 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM= 13 
THE COMliON VARIA!lCE = 
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THIRD DEGREE POLYNOr1IAL REGRESSION OF X-COORDINATE OF LAND 
ROW COEFFICIENTS 11EAN 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ SOUARE ' 
MILS MILS/IN. MILS/IN. 2 MILS/IN. 3 RESIDUALS 
1 3.249 
-0.488 0.248 
-0.018 0.090 2 3.535 
-0.956 0.406 
-0.033 0.087 3 3.749 
-1.137 0.457 
-0.038 0.090 4 3.783 
-0.939 0.377 
-0.030 0.066 5 3.599 
-1.007 0. ,~ 91 
-0.048 0.111 6 3.253 
-l .·004 0.470 
-0.01!4 0.154 7 3 • '• 2·a -0.794 0.353 
-0.030· 0.111 8 3.240 
-0.250 0.160 
-0.013 0.069 9 2.843 
-0.073 0.103 
-0.007 0.082 10 2.948 
-0.304 0.136 
-0.015 0.166 11 2.486 0.257 0.033 
-0.002 0.057 12 2.394 0.289 0.0.35 
-0.004 0.072 13 2.699 
-0.062 
-0. ·141 




BARTLETTS STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY OF VARIANCES• 35.614 \ 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM a 13 
THE COMMON VARIANCE a 
~












: -:· '. "' 52 ... 
5.2 
.52 
~:':2: ,' . 
. s·:-2 
s·2· " 
.. 5:2 -· 
.54 
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6.o 
. 7 .o 
RESIDUALS OF THIRD DEGREE POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF X-COORDINATE: ·.oF· . . . . . 
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... 773 RA~lGE 
·2.s10 SKEl~!?E S S 
-0.246 28 VARI All CE 0.088 SKEWrlESS T .;.2.796 0.009 STD. DEV. 0.296 KURTOSIS 0. 934 





















































FIGURE 4.11. RESIDUALS OF THIRD DEGREE POLYNOMIAL RRGRESSION 
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degree polynomial regression of the x-coordinate .. of the land errors, 
0. 088, is not much· greater than the variance ·ot· tlie x-coordinate of the 
random land cent-er m~asurein.ent -errors, O. 03l. The residual is then 
heavily influen:ced by the ,n:i:easureme;nt_ error, and the distrib~ion of 
the residuals· i.s :not: :a go.o·d &~,prox·:Lmation of the distribution -.o.f ·th-~ 
artwo·rk e:r,,ro.rs. 
The. di,stributi-on of ·the· res:iduals is normal, as i·s ·"indicated 
by the results· of -the c:tii-square test of normality showp in Table 4.6 .. 
Tlle. :t~:coordin~:t-:e ·<:Yf. t:he _registration error i-s. e'stima.ted froin. the 
:difference, or· ~t'he:: mea.s··m·e:d x-coordin-.ates of the--·:I:mra--a.nci. hol·e centers 
. . ' - . . .. . 
. . 
. 
.• . . 
. . ' 
. 






·The .i·ndividual d:Lff.e:ret1ces are: .sh·owh .in-. - - . .. . . -. .. . . . . . 
·. 
. 
Table 4. 7. Lan·ds· do not exi.st at .grid ·pos.i·tion·s (iO ,: 1), -(_1~., l.} 
and ( 14 ; , J.) ,; -hence:: ·tpe x-co.ordinate of ·t~e -re·gi st·rat_ion .e.rro.r -i:s. 
estimate·a· tro_m e-le.·ven obse·rva.tions. ,Tlle :e·stimate·s or· the 
x-coordirl~t:e :of the :tegi;.s·t·r.-ati:on e,t-r·or are· pl·.o:t.ted a.ga.tn,s.t th·e . 
. 
nominal x~coord.in~te in Figure: 4:_ •. 1-2. The :apparent .lack of treriding 
indicates t.he rotational comp.onent o._f tlle tegistration error 
is small comp§;red to the translational component. 
\ 
!lhe estimated translational: c·ott11>"onerrt, of the x-coor:din~te. :of 
the registration error is est·imat.ed ·by ·tne mean of the difference .qt· 
. the x-coordinates :or the land and ho:l~- c~enters; this value· is 
2. 31 mils. This estimate is biased by the constant component o_:f 





.:-----~ --- . l 
·, 
TABLE 4.6 
CHI-SQUARE TEST OF NORMALITY 
·,. 
RESIDUALS OF THIRD DEGREE POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION OF X-COORDINATE OF LAND ERROR 
-UPPER Z = X - X 




































DEGREES OF FREEDOM: 14 



















· RELATIVE PREDICTED 
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 















































































































. TABLE 4. 7 
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Nominal _y-coordinate , .. inches 



















4. 4 Y-coordinate of the Hole and Land Errors l 
A complete ana]ysis of the y-coordinate of' t·he hole and land 
errors is not possible, as ·explained in section 3. 7·; '·and hence has · 
not been performed. However, some general statements about the 
characteristics of these errors can be .JD.a.de f'rom an examination o;f 
plots. 
against the nominal x-coordinate .for row .1.. ,The app_aren.t. linear 
trend in di.cat es the ens·ten.ce·- of a. sys·temat:i:c, me_a.s·urement error, 
.... caused t·he rotation of the _re·f'eren-Ge· row vtitfh re.sp·ect to the axes 
defined by the coo:r-cµnate· me.a.s11+ing·: m·achiD:.e~ .Th:e: an.gl~ o.f rotat:i.on 
Q can pe -roughly: estimat:ed ·by· ·tne r.a.trge ·q:f the :y-:co·ordin_at:ion: a:f ·the 
hole errors , 2 .-6 mils, ,. :_di.vi:ded by the, n·omi_na.1 s•~p,aration .of ·th_e: 
is:_ o·.:022·. de_gree.s •. The lin.ear c:oe-tfic-ient- of a l~r1~a.r- r.egression 
.. 
. 
x-coordinate would indicat-e a ·sllla.lle·-r :-a.ng4.e·. 
The magnitude of the :angle means tllat the x-c.--oordinate :(:if the· 
systematic measurement --e:1~ror is· in.de-p·~ndent· o:f tll~- nomin:a.l_. 
x-coordinate' to the 'J;)~E;·c.i,si_on ·of:· t·!le meas:,~ement' as. show:n ·oy 
Table 4. 8. Therefor.~, ···tht:? ·:1.-1.r;re·ar treii cl. o_f the x-coordin-at:e· of the 
hole errors in Figure 4. 4 .c-!~ot be attributed to s_ys't.eiAati:c :measure-
ment error. 
Figure 4 .14 is a plot of the y-coordinate :of the land erros 
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1.0 2.0 3.0 4.o 5.0 6::.·b· 
Nominal x-coordinate , inc·hes 


















PREDICTED MEASUREl-!ENT f:RROR FOR A ROTATION OF 0.022 DEGREES ' 
X-COORDINATE Y-COORDI?-!ATE NOMINAL ACTUAL ERROR NOtiillAL. . ACTUAL ERROR INCHES INCHES }f I J., S INCHES : . . !}lCI-IES }fl T~ S 0.0000 0.0000 o.o 0.0000 0.0000 o.o 1.0000 . 1.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0004 -0·. 4 2.0000 2.0000 o.o 0.0900 -0.0008 
-0.8 3.000-0 3. 0.000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0012 
-1.2 4 .• 0000 4.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0015 
-1.5 5.0000 5.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0019 -1.9 6.0000 6.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0023 -2.3 1.0000 7.0000 o.o 0.0000 -0.0027 
-2.7 0.0000 0.0002 0.2 0.5000 0.5000 o.o 1.0000 1.0002 0.2 o.sooo 0.4996 
-0.4 2.0000 2.0002 0. 2 · o.sooo 0~!~992 
-0.8 3.0000 3.0002 0.2 o.sooo ·0.4988 
-1. 2. 4.0000 '•. 0 002 0.2 o.sooo 0.4985 
-1.5 5.0000 .5.0·002 0.2 o.sooo 0.4981 
-1.9 6.0000 6 .• 0002. 0.2 0.5000 0.4977 -2.3 7.0000 7 •. 0002 0 .•. 2 0. 500.0 0.4973 -2.7 0.0000 .Q. 0004 0.4 1.0000 1.0000 o.o 1.0000 1.0004 o·. 4 1.0000 0.9996 
-0.4 2.0000 2.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.9992 -0.8 3.0000 3.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.9988 
-1.2 4.0000 4.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.9985 
-1.5 5.0000 5.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.9981 
-1.9 6.0000 6.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.99f7 
-2.3 • 7.0000 7.0004 0.4 1.0000 0.9973 
-2.7 0.0000 0.0006 0.6 1.5000 1.5000 o.o 1.0000 1.0006 0.6 1.5000 1.4996 
-0.4 2.0000 2.0006 0.6 1.5000 1.4992 -0. 8· 3.0000 3.0006 0.6 1.5000 1.4988 
-1.2 4.0000 4.00~ 0.6 1.5000 1.4985 
-1.5 5.0000 5.0006' o.~ 1.5000 1.4981 
-1.9 6.0000 6.0006 0.6 1.5000 1.4977 
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and indicates that the y-coordinate or the land error is at least 
dependent on the location of the land in a row - that is, the 
- nominal x-coordinate. If': ·tne. .. model hy·pot.herses are correct, the non-
linearity is due. to· dimensional instalJility; hence, dimensional 


















,,. The manufacturing er.-rors affecting the relative hole and land 
.· 
)· 
center location-s on: :lay~rs of multilayer boar.as cannot be completely 
estimated :from •a4. ,·&na.].ysis of the coordinates of the hole and land 
·centers. Howeyer, the analysis i:s ·n.bt. completely fraj.t/le:ss , for some 
o:f · the manur·act·urittg errors -nave be~n characteri.ze .. d. .• 
The est:·imate.d d.ist-ribution. of. 'the random comp:oneht :o·:r·· the 
·,J. the :ho:ie: cent'._er .e.:r:rors tfa.nnqt be. attribute-cl to :syst·em~tic errors ,.--· but . . 
:mey be due tQ ·a. :curnul.at:ive.- ~·ffect i·n.: the d.til1 .. error as the dri·11 :moves 
ac·ross· -the: boar·a. If the trend. eome·s. f·rom a ~.unittlJ!:i.ti ve drill ·e:rror ,: 
. ' 
·i-t s·hould. be ·th_e sa1ne from lSlf-~::r· to: ·1-ay.er- O:f· a part·ict~lar boarg.,_ 1:>ut_· . 
": 
' 
.may be different for di:f.rer~nt. boards.L Su.ch trencling may ·eve;n be 
The di·st:ri.butio:q., t>_f· ·the. x-eoor··dinate· c:>f tne, :artw·ork error is 
influenced by· the c:h.oice: of a lllOdel for· th·e land error.s. :~Therefore, . V 
the artwork e:r·ror- should ·be estimated from data ta.ken from an art-
master used ·,to: c:reat.e. the lands rather than a completed board. 
Dimens;ional ir_ist··a"b:il:i~y- ·in the layer· analyz~d is a:pparently a 
non-linear phenomenon. .The· effect of dimensional instability may 
I 
differ from lEzyer to la¥er and m~ be non-.exi.,stent- f-or some· l~ers. 
ihe estimates of the constant coefficients of the model adopted for 
the x-coordinate of dimensional instability are biased by: .syf>tematic 
69 







measurement and registration errors. Further data· a.na.lys·-is ·might 
~ result in the elimination of the constant terms from the dimensional 
instability model, if the origin of dimensional instability can b.e· 
established at the reJ~ere.nce p:oin:t. used .. for the data acquis-i-t-ioit-_.,_ 
Th·e estimate ·of t'he .x-coordip.ate 6·.f the· registration e-~ror i·s :a 
single sample an.-d m.w or may not be a typical registrati.on ert·or. 
Transl.ational -r_egi·str~t;ion errors are constant· fo.r -~ g·i:ven l:aye·r but 
m~ differ, fr·om l_ayer t_o layer. Further dat-a @eJ.Ysi~r i·s re.q-ui-.re.d. .. t;o· 
determine the distrib.uti:oh of· $uch errors .. 
-The qua.ntitati:ve. effe·ct .of ,t_his err-or depends· on t.he :mounti:ng fixt.ures 
:S:ign·i·ticant _improvement 
. . . 
in th·e· qu;aJ..ity of ~pleted multilayer ·boar.as 'may ·res.ult from the 
development of holding fixtures. which. ·m±n-imize r:ot·ati:on.a1 regi.~-tration 
the rot$,tion;a_l p.ivot.· pq:L·IJ..t as c-io:s:e: t-:o: the center of t·he board as - . -~ 
:poss-ibl~. 
The data analysis has not progresse·d.- fa.r' ~n-ou&h t·o det·ermin·e wh·ich .. 
manufacturing errors are .most critical iri detennin-ing -the: hol·e -and. land: 
·' center re.lations.hips. Stich a ranking might depend· on the s.i ze ·· of the 
layer, systematic. errors predominating in large la;vers and both random 
and systematic errors being equally. important in small layers. 
If additional hole and land center coordinate data is desired, 






described in Chapter 2. 'lhe reference now should ·be the row of lands 
. '\ 
nearest the top or bottom edge of the board. To minimize systematic 
measurement error, the reference row should be oriented with respect 
to the axes de:f:ined by the coordinate measuring machine so that the 
angle formed. by t,he interact'ion of a straight lin'e th·rough the land 
centers arid the x-axis of the coordinate mea..«iuring: ,rracnine. is as 
.small as po_s_sible. If the-' .lan.ds are used as the re.fe:r·ence:,, the 
-. 
registration error- ]?e,ew~'en. the hole and land c·ent:.e-rs :i.s: .. ip.¢.l-uded: i-n 
the hole center· measurements .•. 
rr· ·the .land centers ·in tb.~: -reference row e.xh·ibit c.urva.ture:, the 
tl:~-~d. during p.ro:c~·ss·i:n.g: m.i_ght be·: used as th·e :re·feren:c_~· pt>i-nts... ·Tlien: . ~ -
-
the ::mo.del_ El .for both: h·ole an.d. land center· errors .. -w.ould: irtcJ~ude ·te.rms . ; ' . . . . - . . . - . . . ' . ; . ' . ' . . ,· . . - . . . . ,;• . . . ' . ' 
. . . . ,. . ~ . . . . . 
Two sets o:f hql~ a.rrd· land center ~h..orud b.e· c3.,qq·uired :f'or each 
la¥er. The fi.rs·t se·t i·s ·a;cqµ:i:red as ,d.esc,:ribe.d :above. . The second s.et 
.,-
. . 
.. o. • • -is acquired afte·r rot.at.i.n·g the layer 90 · f'rom. its previous orientation:. 
The y-coordinate tq~p.· becomes the x-cooro.inate, and the x-coordinate 
becomes the y-c.:oordinate. The x-coordirtate of the manufacturing errors ~ ' 
is estill;l~:~·-ed :from the x-coordinates -o.f' t'.:P:e ·bole and land center data 
in the first data set, - and the ·y-coordinate c,f the manufacturing 













data in the second set, which is acquired to eliminate the trending 
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POLYNO}f!AL RE:GRESSIQ·N -A"?lAI~·Y•SIS 




DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 









ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SU-MS OF DEGREES 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM 












MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT S.:Q.UA·RE.D = Q •. 3822 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 












ANALY·srs OF VARI.ANCE 
SUMS 6F DEGREES 













MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0~4239 
DEGREE OF POLYNOtfIAL: 3 













ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE SUMS OF DEGREES }IEAN 




















POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS ~-
TYPE OF ERROR: IIOLE · 
COORDiflATE: X . 
ROli 2 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 












SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
11.07 1 11.07 
F-RATIO 
51.61 11.59 54 0.21 
22.66 55 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.4887 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST 
B{O)= .0.784 
B{l)= -0.079 
B ( 2) = 0. 0.44 
OF COE FFIC IE}lT 
0.1140 
0.0160 
ANALYSIS OF VAR·!ANCE 






















}fULTIPLE CORRELATI0~1 C.OEFFICIENT :SOUARED = o:.5.5:.1:2'·. 
. . " .. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 













ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE SU~fS OF DEGREES MEAN SOU.ARES 
.. OF FREED0~1 SOUARES 











P 01 Y}lOMIAL RE-G·rtES:·S:I(IN ... AJ-1.:AL .. YS, I·s 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROW 3 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 




























?·1ULTIPLE CORR-ELATION COEFFIC·I.ElfT· S:"-QTJ:ARED = o.·5-:5::12 
DEGREE OF .POLYNOMIAL: 2 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
B{O)= 0.924 
B(l)= -0.0.56 
B ( 2) = 0 • 04-6 
SOURCE STJMS 
OF COEFFICIENT 
-0 .119 7 
0. 016~8 
.. . .. AllALY.SIS OF VARI/l .. NCE 
OF DEGREES ?-IEAN 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFI·CIENT SOUARED = 0.6070 
• 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 


















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDO}t SQUARES 
17.95 3 5.98 







. MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.6298 
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POLYNOMIAL RtGRESS10N ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORD I;lATE: X 
ROW 4 -4-
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
COEFFICIE~TS STANDARD DEVIATION 
B(O)= 0.687 
B(l)=. 0.271 
OF COE FF IC IE1iT 
0.0309 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 




SUl1'S 0-F DEGREES r1EAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
16.77 1 16.77 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUA:RED = 0. 587 5 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES 












MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED• 0.6252 
• 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 













ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE SU?-fS OF DEGREES }fEAN SQUARES OF FREED0?1 SQUARES REGRESSION 19. 4 6 3 6.49 RESIDUAL 9.08 52 0.17 TOTAL 28.54 55 
2. 809 
.-2.575 
3. 04 0 
F-RATIO 
3 7 .14 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.6818 
77 . 
• 









1 . .•.. 
.. 
POLYlJO~·fIAL REG.RES:S:"I.ON ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDI!~ATE: X 
ROW 5 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
~ OF COEFFICIE?{T 
-B(O)= 0.861 
B(l)= 0.225 0.0363 





SUMS OF DEGREES 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM 
11.55 1 













MULTIPLE COR~ELATION COE~FICIENT SQU.ARtD = 0.4151 
DEGREE OF POLYNOlfIAL: 2 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN / 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
11.77 2 5.89 






MULTIPLE COR~ELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.4230 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
14.59 3 4.86 
















POLYNOMIAL REG.R·:ESSION ANALYSIS 




DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: .1 





B(l)= 0.213 0.0375 
























MULTIPLE .CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQlJARED: = 0.3735 
DEGREE OF POLYNOl·IIAL: 2 


































MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIEN~ SQUARED= ~.3762 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 


















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
12.64 3 4.21 



















POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS· 




DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 · 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFICIE.?~T 
B ( 0 ) = 0 • 91+ 8 · 
B(l)= 0.159 0.0351 



























.·.. . :- .• 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFIC-IENT ·SOt!ARED = 0.2746 
.. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 







ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE SU~fS OF DEGREES !1EAN 





MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SOUARED = 0.3200 
.. 
. 
DE GRE·E OF P 01, Y!{OrtIAl .. : 3 




















MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIE~T SQUARED= 0.4314, 








POLYN0?-1IAL REG.R:ESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROl-1 8 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 









SUMS OF DEGREES }IEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
2.81 1 2.81 
14.39 54 0.27 
17.21 55 
T-TEST 
3. 24 9 
F-RATIO 
10.56 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.1635 
DEGREE OF POJ.,YNO?!IAL: 2 





























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.2495 
.. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















4. 4 74 
F-RATIO 
14. 65 








POL YN0!1I AL ·R]l CfR.Jt'S s:r or: A!l AJ., Y SIS 
. . . . . . . . ' . 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROl/ 9 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 









A?lALYSIS OF VARIA!'lCE 





MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SOtJARED = 0.3986 
~... ··.. ..... ..- . 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 










SUMS OF DEGREES 












MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.3989 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
10.70 3 3.57 

















: f · 'o .. , 
••. ·1 · 
' 
POLYNOY.tIAL R-EGRESS·t::o·N: A·N.ALYs·.1.s 
. .. . ... 
TYPE OF ERROR: 1IOLE 
COORDI1{ATE: X 
ROl'1 10 
DEGREE OF POLYNO~IAL: 1 
· COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFICIE~IT 
B(O)= 0.913 
B(l)= 0.104 0.0383 























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEF:·FICIENT SQUA·R~D = 0 .134 3 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 







ANALYSIS OF VARI,A.1ICE 
. SOURCE SU}IS OF DEGRERS }fEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SOlJARES 
• REGRESSION 2.78 2 1.39 
RESIDUAL 13.11 46 0.29 TOTAL 15.89 48 
T-TEST 




MULTIPLE~CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .SOUARED = 0.1747 
• 
DEGREE OF POLYNO!,fIAL: 3 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFICIE!lT 
B(O)= 0.868 
B(l)= 0.397 0.3857. 
B(2)= -0.152 0.1281 
B(3)=. 0.017 0.0120 




SUMS OF DEGREES 











1. 45 3 
F-RATIO 
4. 03 











POLYNO?,f!AL :&EGRF:SSION·· ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROt,1 11 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
.. , 










5. 69 2 · 
SUMS OF DEGREES 1-fEAN F-RATIO SQUARES OF FREED0?1 SQUARES REGRESSION 10. 58 1 10.58 32.40 RESIDUAL 17.63 54 0.33 TOTAL 28.21 55 
MULTIPLE CORREI"'ATION COEFFICIENT SO:U:ARED = 0. Zl:7'5.:C) 
.· ··:~i . . .. ' ' .. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST 
OF COEFFIC IE!IT 
B(O)= 0.837 
B(l)= 0.402 





ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES 












}1ULTIPLE CORRE.LATION COEFFICIE!{T SQUARED := O. 3944 
·DEGREE OF POLYNO~IAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
14.44 3 4.81 








MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIE~T SQUARED= 0.5119 
84 
• 111 
. ~. ' 
I '., 1\J, !' ,' 







POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE ·oF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROW 12 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFICIENT 
.B(O)= 1.439 
B{l)= 0.085 0.0415 
























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIEN1 s·ouARED = 0.0724 
.. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST ~ OF COEFFICIENT 
B{O)= 1.669 
B(l)= -0.119 
B(2)= 0.030 0.1622 0.0228 




SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
2.31 2 1.16 






}fULTIPLE CO·R·R.ELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED,.= 0 .1010 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 













SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
4.98 3 1.66 




















POLYNOMIAL REG:-REs:s:I.ON ANAL YS Is \ 
TYPE OF ERROR: HOLE 
COORDINATE: X 
ROl-1 13 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 






ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF DEGREES 1'fEAN 
SOUARES OF FREED OJI SQUARES • 
.. REGRESSION 9.56 1 9.56 RESIDUAL 11.36 52 0.22 TOTAL 20.92 53 
\, 
. 





MULTIPLE··coRRELATION COEFFICIE?lT SQUARED= 0.4569 ~ 
DEGREE OF POLYNONIAL: 2 

































MULTIPLE coaRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.4622 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
11.46 3 3.82 
















POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSI'S: .. 
TYPE OF ERROR: lIOLE 
COORDitIATE: X 
ROll 14 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 




0. 04 7 2 

























?-IULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQtJ.A'ttE.D = 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
0. 25 3 8 













MULTIPLE CORRELATION CQEPFICIENT SQUARED= 0.2887 
DEGREE OF POLYNO}fIAI": 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
12.66 3 4.22 


































., . POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDI:t-lATE: . X 
ROW 1 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 






























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8398 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 











SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDoir SQUARES 
44.39 2 22.20 







MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEPFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8901 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 














































POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROll 2 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 .. 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFIC !ENT 
, .I B(O)= 2.497 
B(l)= 0.437 0. 02 9 3 























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ~OUARtD = 0.8044 
.. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 





0. 094 8 
0. 013 3 




SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
47 .26 2 23.63 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8704 
.. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 



















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
49.75 3 16.58 















POLYNOMIAL REGRES.SION ANALY.S'.:t:s· 
TYPE ·OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROll 3. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 










· SU!f.S OF DEGR.EES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
33.18 1 33.18 







l.fULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT S·QUARED = 0. 7465: 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 




·. OF COEFFICIErlT 
0.1014 
0.0143 





SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
36.39 2 18.20 







MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= .0.8189 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
39.76 3 13.25 
4.68 52 0.09 
44.44 55 
-5.955 




MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFIClENT SQUARED= 0.8948 
91 
' . ' . ' . 
, .1. ', .. ':, .• ~. ;,.,C:· ,'r '. __ ~, 
' ( 
... 
POLYNOl!IAL REGirEs:sI.ON ·A~lALYSIS 
.. - ·- . ; : .. 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROt-7 4 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 ° 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
. B(O)= 2. 791 i OF COEFFICIENT 
.B(l)= 0.374 0. 02 71 
\ ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
.SnURCE SUl-IS OF D·EGREE S MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDO:t-I SQUARES REGRESSION 32.00 1 32.00 




}fULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQlJARED. = O. 7794 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 




~ OF COEFFICIE}1T 
0.0838 
0.0118 




SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
35.56 2 17.78 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8661 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 












0. 005 3 




SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
37.65 3 12.55 
















POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND~ 
COORDI1:lATE: X 
ROW 5 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 
' 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION 
OF COEFFICIENT 
B(O)= 2.889 
B(l)= 0.317 0.0301 






















MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.6730 
DEGREE QF POLYNOMIAL: 2 











SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
22.96 2 11.48 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SOUARED = 0.6733 
~ 
. .. .. 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
28.35 3 9.45 
5.75 52 0.11 
34.09 55 









. . -: 
• ·-'- ·--··- --o,·•·· ·--•·•,•,,..,,., ,,.n .. ,.,,.,~ •. • •-•,,, ... ,.~ -~··---.. --·-·~.,- _,, __ , ' 
., 
•. ,. -f 
•. 
POLYNO}t.IAL REGRESS·I.ON A?lALYSIS 





' DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 










SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
28.10 1 28.10 
12.74 54 0.24 
40.84 55 
I· ·'. 




MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQtJA}iED = 0. 6881 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREED0~1 ' SQUARES 
28.34 2 14.17 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.6940 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATLON T-TEST 
OF COEFFICIENT B(O)= 















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
32.84 3 10.95 



















POLYN0~1IAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE~QF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROl~ 7 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 _ 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION .. ' 
OF COEFFICIENT 
. B(O)= 2.619 
B(l)= 0.355 0.0276 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE 
R.EGRE SS ION 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL 
·SUMS OF DEGREES }IEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
28.88 1 28.88 








MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFIC·IEif:r :SQllARE:D = 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
0.7550 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
30.42 2 15.21 








MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.7951 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST 
















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
32.50 3 10.83 
5.76 52 0.11 
38.26 55 
-3. 7 4 9 













POLY.NOMIAL REGRESS10:f1 ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF-ERROR: LAND-
COORDil~ATE: X _ .... 
ROW 8 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 





ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE SUMS OF DEGREES liEAN 
SQUARES OF FREE DO!-! SQUARES 
REGRESSION 19.68 1 19.68 
RESIDUAL 4.48 54 0.08 






MULTIPLE . CORRELATION COEFFICIENT S·QOARED = 0. 814·5 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
COEFFICIENTS STANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST 






ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE 





















MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED.= 0.8354 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 
COEFFICIENTS S·TANDARD DEVIATION T-TEST 


















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
20.58. 3 6.86 











. · . 




,. ... .•.. ,\t.ibl.~i:r~.···· .• ··•. ···;·:•.•; •. ";,:::. . ._.•, .•. '· .. - . " 
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POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROW 9 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 










SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
25.30 1 25.30 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8341 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 . 















SUMS OF DEGREES 













MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8565 
DEGREE OF POI .. YNOMIAL f 3 














SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
26.10 3 8.70 







' MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8603 











.... "'' -· ..... , --'· --- .... --. . .... ~. - . •· .. , -., ..... . 
,. -.....: 
POLYNO?-IIAL RE".G:RE,S'_s·roN ANALYSIS 
TYPE ·OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
ROr7 10 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 










S.U}IS ·O,.F DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
.24.22 '1 24.22 






.• MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFF.ICIENt SQUARED= 0.7403 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
24.84 2 12.42 
7.88 46 0.17 





MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.7591 
DEGREE ··oF POLYtt011IAJ"': 3 




B ( 3 ) .. = 
2. 948 
-o. 304 




0. 098 9 
0.0093 





SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
25.25 ,,, 3 8.42 








MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.7718 
98 
.I' 








POLYNO:tvlIAL REG"RES::st·oN ANALYSIS . . . . . . . . . -. . . . 
TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: 'X 
' ROt~ 11 
DEGREE OF POLYNO~IIAL: 1 










S.U}fS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
37.72 1 37.72 





MULTIPLE .CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUAR·ED = 0. 9241 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 














ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
37.87 2 18.93 






MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.9277 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 


















A·NALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
37.88 3 12.-63 







MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.9279 
99 
•• 







POLYNO}fIAL REGRESS ION A~l'ALYS.tS.' 
. . . 
TYPE OF E~ROR: LAND 
COORDINAT,.E :~ X 
ROl-7 12 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 






























MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8959 \ 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
































MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8959 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 
















ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
32.68 3 10.89 








MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8967 











POLYNO}IIAL REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
tYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDINATE: X 
RO\~ 13 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 





ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
. . 
T-TEST 





SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
37.46 1 37.46 
. F-RATIO 
526.57 3.70 52 0.07 
41.15 53 
MULTIPLE 1 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.9101 .... 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 

















SOURCE 'SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN F-RATIO SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES REGRESSION 37.81 2 18.90 28 7 • 7 9 RESIDUAL 3.35 51 0.07 TOTAL 41.15 53 
.MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.9186 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 

















SUMS OF DEGREES MEAN 
SQUARES OF FREEDOM SQUARES 
38.04 3 12.68 




-1. 94 7 
F-RATIO 
2P3.61 






POLYN0}1IAL RE.G:RE .. s:s:r:oN A?tALYSIS 
' TYPE OF ERROR: LAND 
COORDI??ATE: X 
ROt-1 14 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 1 









SUMS OF DEGREES 













MULTIPLE CORRELATIO}T COEFFICI·EN·T ·.s·QtlARED = O·. 8·6·70 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 2 
















MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8709 
DEGREE OF POLYNOMIAL: 3 




















MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED= 0.8712 
102 
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